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We address the pricing of American straddle options. We use a technique due to Kim
(1990) to derive an expression involving integrals for the price of such an option close
to expiry. We then evaluate this expression on the dual optimal exercise boundaries to
obtain a set of integral equations for the location of these exercise boundaries, and solve
these equations close to expiry.
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1. Introduction
One of the classic problems of mathematical finance is the pricing of American options
and the behavior of the optimal exercise boundary close to expiry. For the uninitiated,
financial derivatives are securities whose value is based on the value of some other underlying security, and options are an example of derivatives, carrying the right but not the
obligation to enter into a specified transaction in the underlying security. A call option
allows the holder to buy the underlying security at a specified strike price E, a put option
allows the holder to sell the underlying at the price E, while a straddle, which we consider
in the current study, allows the holder the choice of either buying or selling (but not both)
the security. If S is the price of the underlying, then the payoﬀ at expiry is max(S − E,0)
for a call, max(E − S,0) for a put, and max(S − E, E − S) for a straddle. From this payoﬀ, it
would appear at first glance that the holder of a straddle is holding a call and a put on the
same underlying with the same strike and the same expiry, but is only allowed to exercise
one. This is true for a European straddle, which can be exercised at expiry, because if the
call is in the money, the put must be out of the money and vice versa, and the holder will
naturally exercise whichever of the call and the put is in the money at expiry, unless he is
unlucky enough that S = E so that they are both exactly at the money, and the payoﬀ is
zero.
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However, an American straddle is not simply the combination of an American call
and put. Unlike Europeans, which can be exercised only at expiry, American options may
be exercised at any time at or before expiry. The payoﬀ from immediate exercise is the
same as the payoﬀ at expiry, namely, max(S − E,0) for a call, max(E − S,0) for a put, and
max(S − E, E − S) for a straddle. Naturally, a rational investor will choose to exercise early
if that maximizes his return, and it follows that there will be regions where it is optimal to
hold the option, and others where exercise is optimal, with a free boundary known as the
optimal exercise boundary separating these regions. It is because the free boundaries for
the straddle diﬀer from those for the call and the put so that an American straddle diﬀers
from the combination of an American call and put.
For vanilla Americans, there have been numerous studies of this free boundary, but
a closed form solution for its location remains elusive, as does a closed form expression
for the value of an American option. One popular approach [11, 16, 20] has been used
to reformulate the problem as an integral equation for the location of the free boundary,
which can be solved using either asymptotics or numerics, although for problems with
a single free boundary, such as vanilla American calls and puts, it may be simpler just
to apply asymptotics directly to the Black-Scholes-Merton partial diﬀerential equation
using the methods developed by Tao [23] for Stefan problems, and this has been done for
the American call and put [1, 8, 18]. For the American straddle, which we have previously
studied using partial Laplace transforms [2], there are two free boundaries not one: an
upper one on which an exercise as a call occurs, and a lower one on which an exercise as a
put occurs, and applying Tao’s method is somewhat harder, making the integral equation
approach more attractive.
We should also mention the work of Kholodnyi [14, 15] on American-style options
with general payoﬀs of which the American straddle considered here is one particular
example. In [14], a new formulation in terms of the semilinear evolution equation in the
entire domain of the state variables was introduced, while in [15], the foreign exchange
option symmetry was introduced.
In the present study, we will use an approach originally developed for physical Stefan
problems [17] and later applied to economics [20], and applied to vanilla Americans with
great success by Kim [16] and Jacka [11], who independently derived the same results:
Kim both by using McKean’s formula and by taking the continuous limit of the GeskeJohnson formula [9] which is a discrete approximation for American options, and thereby
demonstrating that those two approaches led to the same result, and Jacka by applying
probability theory to the optimal stopping problem. P. Carr et al. [6] later used these
results to show how to decompose the value of an American option into intrinsic value
and time value. The approach in [11, 16, 20] leads to an integral equation for the location
of the free boundary, which was solved numerically by [10] and by approximating the
free boundary as a multipiece exponential function by [13].
Our contribution is to extend the analysis of [11, 16, 20] to the American straddle and
obtain a set of integral equations for the locations of the free boundaries. These equations
are then solved asymptotically to find the locations of the free boundaries close to expiry,
and the results are compared to the results for American calls and puts. Before we proceed
with our analysis, we note that [24] proved that the free boundary was regular for vanilla
Americans, and his analysis can be carried over to the straddle.
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2. Analysis
In this section, we follow the approach taken in [16]. Our starting point is the BlackScholes-Merton partial diﬀerential equation [5, 21] governing the price V of an equity
derivative,
ᏸV =





∂ σ 2 S2 ∂2
∂
−
− (r − D)S + r V = 0,
∂τ
2 ∂S2
∂S

(2.1)

where S is the price of the underlying stock and τ = T − t is the time remaining until
expiry. In our analysis, the volatility σ, risk-free interest rate r, and dividend yield D are
assumed constant. For European options, the value of the option can be written as
E

V (S,τ) =

∞
0

V E (Z,0)G(S,Z,τ)dZ,

(2.2)

where V E (S,0) is the payoﬀ at expiry, and we have introduced Green’s function,




ln(S/Z) + r (−) τ
e−rτ
√
exp −
G(S,Z,τ) =
2σ 2 τ
Zσ 2πτ

2 

,

(2.3)

with r (−) = r − D − σ 2 /2 and r (+) = r − D + σ 2 /2. Using (2.2), the price of a European
straddle with strike E and payoﬀ at expiry V E (S,0) = max(S − E, E − S) is


E

V (S,τ) = Se

−Dτ







ln(S/E) + r (+) τ
ln(S/E) + r (−) τ
√
√
− Ee−rτ erf
erf
.
σ 2τ
σ 2τ

(2.4)

The value of a European straddle is simply the sum of the values of a European call and
put. In the above, erf is the error function, with erfc the complementary error function.
To derive our analytic expression for an American straddle, two paths may be taken.
We may follow [16] and approximate an American option by a Bermudan option with exercise opportunities at mΔτ for 0 ≤ m ≤ n, and then take the limit Δτ → 0, so that we can
neglect certain terms, with nΔτ → τ to recover the value of the American option. In this
procedure, we write the value of the Bermudan option at time mΔτ in terms of its value at
(m − 1)Δτ, where the option will be exercised if its value falls below that from immediate
exercise. For the Bermudan option, the upper and lower optimal exercise boundaries at
time mΔτ, S = Su (mΔτ) and S = Sl (mΔτ) will be the solutions of V B (S,mΔτ) = S − E and
V B (S,mΔτ) = E − S, respectively, and we will hold the option if Sl (mΔτ) < S < Su (mΔτ)
but exercise as a call if S > Su (mΔτ) and as a put if S < Sl (mΔτ). To leading order in Δτ,
we find
n −1
B

E

V (S,nΔτ) = V (S,nΔτ) +
m=1
n −1

+
m=1

Δτ

 Sl (mΔτ)
0

Δτ

∞
S f (mΔτ)

(DZ − rE)G S,Z,(n − m)Δτ dZ

(rE − DZ)G S,Z,(n − m)Δτ dZ.

(2.5)
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To go to the continuous exercise American case, we follow [16] and take the limit Δτ → 0
with nΔτ → τ, using S = Su (τ) and Sl (τ) to denote upper and lower optimal exercise
boundaries, respectively,
A

E

V (S,τ) = V (S,τ) +
 τ  Sl (ζ)

+
0

0

τ∞
Su (ζ)

0

(DZ − rE)G(S,Z,τ − ζ)dZ dζ
(2.6)

(rE − DZ)G(S,Z,τ − ζ)dZ dζ.

An alternative approach is to apply a more general formula. For American-style options
with early exercise features, it follows from the work of [4, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20] that if such
an option obeys (2.1), where it is optimal to hold the option and the payoﬀ at expiry is
V (S,0) while that from immediate exercise is P(S,τ), then we can write the value of the
option as the sum of the value of the corresponding European option V (e) (S,τ) together
with another term representing both the premium from an early exercise, a technique
introduced for the American call and put by [4, 12],
V (S,τ) = V (e) (S,τ) +

τ∞
0

Ᏺ(Z,ζ)G(S,Z,τ − ζ)dZ dζ,

0

(2.7)

with Ᏺ(S,τ) ≡ 0 where it is optimal to hold the option while where exercise is optimal
Ᏺ(S,τ) is the result of substituting the early exercise payoﬀ P(S,τ) into (2.1), Ᏺ(S,τ) =
ᏸP. For the straddle, Ᏺ = DS − rE when we exercise as a call, and Ᏺ = rE − DS when we
exercise as a put.
Using either of these approaches, we find that


A

V (S,τ) = Se
+

−Dτ

1
2





ln(S/E) + r (+) τ
ln(S/E) + r (−) τ
√
√
erf
− Ee−rτ erf
σ 2τ
σ 2τ

τ



SDe−D(τ −ζ) erf

ln S/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)

ln S/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)

+ erf

− rEe

−r(τ −ζ)

erf



σ 2(τ − ζ)

0

σ 2(τ − ζ)
ln S/Su (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)

+ erf



(2.8)



σ 2(τ − ζ)
ln S/Sl (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
σ 2(τ − ζ)





dζ,

which is an expression for the value of the American straddle. If we compare our results
to the expressions for the American call and put in [11, 16], the expressions involving
Su (τ) appear in the expression for the call while those with Sl (τ) appear in that for the
put, and at first glance, it looks as though the value of an American straddle is the sum of
the values of an American call and an American put, as was the case with the Europeans,
although of course this is not really the case as the free boundaries for the straddle will
diﬀer from those for the call and the put.
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3. Integral equations
The integral equations for the location of the upper and lower free boundaries S = Su (τ)
and S = Sl (τ) are derived by substituting the expression for the American straddle (2.8)
into the conditions at the free boundaries, and requiring that the value must be continuous across the boundaries, so that V A = S − E at S = Su (τ) and V A = E − S at S = Sl (τ),
together with the high contact or smooth pasting condition [22] that (∂V A /∂S) = 1 at
Su (τ) and (∂V A /∂S) = −1 at Sl (τ). These four conditions will give us four integral equations, which as discussed in [16, 17] are Volterra equations of the second kind.
For the upper boundary, the condition that V A = S − E at S = Su (τ) yields


Su (τ) 1 − e
=

−Dτ

τ
0

ln Su (τ)/E + r (+) τ
√
erf
σ 2τ





−E 1−e

−rτ



ln Su (τ)/E + r (−) τ
√
erf
σ 2τ

ln Su (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
Su (τ)De−D(τ −ζ)
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)


+ erf



σ 2(τ − ζ)

ln Su (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
rEe−r(τ −ζ)
−
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)
+ erf



ln Su (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)









ln Su (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)



dζ,

σ 2(τ − ζ)

(3.1)
while for the lower boundary, the condition that V A = E − S at S = Sl (τ) yields


− Sl (τ) 1 + e
=

τ
0

−Dτ

ln Sl (τ)/E + r (+) τ
√
erf
σ 2τ





+E 1+e



ln Sl (τ)/E + r (−) τ
√
erf
σ 2τ

ln Sl (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
Sl (τ)De−D(τ −ζ)
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)


+ erf

+ erf



σ 2(τ − ζ)

ln Sl (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
rEe−r(τ −ζ)
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)






ln Sl (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)



−

−rτ



ln Sl (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
σ 2(τ − ζ)



dζ,
(3.2)
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while the condition (∂V A /∂S) = 1 at S = Su (τ) gives


1−e





√

E 2e−rτ
√ exp −
Su (τ)σ πτ

+

=



√



ln Su (τ)/E + r (+) τ
ln Su (τ)/E + r (+) τ
2
√
erf
− √ exp −
σ πτ
2σ 2 τ
σ 2τ

−Dτ

τ
0



Su (τ)/E + r (−) τ
2σ 2 τ

2 



ln Su (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
De−D(τ −ζ)
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)


+ erf


ln Su (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
+ exp −
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)


ln Su (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
× exp −
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)




+

De−D(τ −ζ)
σ 2π(τ − ζ)

2 



+ exp −



σ 2(τ − ζ)

ln Su (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
× exp −
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)





ln Su (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)





2 

2 
−

rEe−r(τ −ζ)
Su (τ)σ 2π(τ − ζ)

2 

ln Su (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)

2 

dζ,
(3.3)

and the condition (∂V A /∂S) = −1 at Sl (τ) gives

− 1 − e−Dτ erf
√







ln Sl (τ)/E + r (−) τ
E 2e−rτ
√ exp −
+
Sl (τ)σ πτ
2σ 2 τ
=

τ
0



√



ln Sl (τ)/E + r (+) τ
ln Sl (τ)/E + r (+) τ
2
√
− √ exp −
σ πτ
2σ 2 τ
σ 2τ
2 



ln Sl (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
De−D(τ −ζ)
erf
2
σ 2(τ − ζ)


+ erf

2 



ln Sl (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
σ 2(τ − ζ)



+

De−D(τ −ζ)
σ 2π(τ − ζ)
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ln Sl (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
× exp −
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)




+ exp −

× exp


−


2 

ln Sl (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (+) (τ − ζ)
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)

ln Sl (τ)/Su (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)


2 
−

2 

ln Sl (τ)/Sl (ζ) + r (−) (τ − ζ)
+ exp −
2σ 2 (τ − ζ)

rEe−r(τ −ζ)
Sl (τ)σ 2π(τ − ζ)

2 

dζ.
(3.4)

The expressions (3.1)–(3.4), valid for τ ≥ 0, are the integral equations for the location of
the free boundaries for the straddle, and each involves the locations of both free boundaries, so that the boundaries are coupled together. If we compare our results to the corresponding expressions for the American call and put, we see that (3.1) appears at first
glance to be the sum of the corresponding equations for the call and the put evaluated at
the upper boundary while (3.2) appears to be the same expression evaluated at the lower
boundary, with a similar relation between (3.3) and (3.4) and the equations coming from
the deltas of the call and the put. Once again, we would stress that since the free boundaries for the straddle diﬀer from those for the call and the put, the relation between these
equations is not quite so straightforward.
4. Solution of the integral equations close to expiry
We will solve the above integral equations (3.1)–(3.4) close to expiry to find expressions
for the location of the free boundaries in the limit τ → 0, writing Su (τ) = Su0 exu (τ) and
Sl (τ) = Sl0 exl (τ) , where Su0 and Sl0 are the locations of the upper and lower free boundaries at expiry, which can be deduced by considering the behavior of (∂V A /∂τ) at expiry.
Initially, we will try a solution of the form
∞

xu (τ) ∼

xun τ n/2 ,
n =1

(4.1)

∞

xl (τ) ∼

xln τ n/2 ,
n =1

which is motivated both by earlier work on American options and by the work of [23]
on Stefan problems in general. Since there will be several terms of the form ln(Su0 /E) and
ln(Sl0 /E), we would expect the behavior when Su0 = E to diﬀer from that when Su0 = E,
and similarly with Sl0 , and this suggests that we consider several cases separately.
Case 4.1 (D < r). The free boundary starts at Sl0 = E and Su0 = rE/D. If we take the limit
τ → 0, we can drop certain terms and (3.1)–(3.4) decouple, so that we have two pairs of
equations: one involving only xu but not xl , and a second pair involving only xl but not
xu . Because close to expiry, the value of the put-like element of the straddle is not felt
at Su0 = rE/D, the pair of equations involving only xu is identical to the pair of integral
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equations for an American call with D < r. Recalling that we can decompose an American
option into European component and an early exercise component, the pair of equations
involving only xl is similar to but not quite identical to the pair of integral equations for
an American put with D < r in the limit τ → 0. Because close to expiry, the value of the
early exercise component of the call-like element of the straddle (2.8) is not felt at Sl0 = E
but the European component most definitely is.
This decoupling only happens when we take the limit τ → 0 and for larger times, the
two boundaries remain coupled together. The eﬀect of this decoupling, however, is that
for the case D < r, in the limit τ → 0, the upper free boundary xu , which starts above the
strike price E at rE/D, behaves exactly like the free boundary for the call while the lower
free boundary xl , which starts at the strike price E, behaves at leading order like the free
boundary for the put. We would stress that this only holds true in the τ → 0 when the
boundaries are decoupled. This also holds true in the case D > r, with the roles of put
and call and upper and lower boundaries reversed, but not for the case D = r when both
boundaries start from E. Because of this, for D = r, as τ → 0 the value of an American
straddle at leading order is the sum of the values of an American call and an American
put. We would stress that for larger times, the two boundaries are coupled together, and
the value of an American straddle will be less than the sum of the values of an American
call and an American put.
Proceeding with the analysis, we now substitute the series (4.1) into (3.1)–(3.4) and
expand and collect powers of τ. To evaluate the integrals on the right-hand sides of (3.1)–
(3.4), we make the change of variable ζ = τη, which enables us to pull the τ dependence
outside of the integrals when we expand. Considering first the upper boundary, from
(3.1), (3.3), at leading order we find
1 
0

1
0

xu1
σ



√





x2 (1 − η)
1−η
xu1
xu1
−
exp − u12
erfc √
√
2π
2σ (1 + η)
2σ
σ 2





√





x2 (1 − η)
2η
xu1
√
exp − u12
− erfc
√
π(1 − η)
2σ (1 + η)
σ 2





√ 

1− η
√
1+ η

dη = 0,

√ 

1− η
√
1+ η

(4.2)

dη = 0.

These two equations (4.2) have a numerical root xu1 = 0.6388σ which agrees with the
value in [1] for the call and also with the one in [8], where this coeﬃcient was first reported. Continuing with our expansion, at the next order, we find a numerical value of
xu2 = −0.2898 (r − D), again in very good agreement with the value reported in [1] for
the call. Since the decoupled equations for the upper free boundary are identical to those
for the call, it follows that all of the coeﬃcients in the series for xu will be identical to
those for the call.
Turning now to the lower boundary, we will attempt to use the series (4.1) for xl and
again make the change of variable ζ = τη in (3.2), (3.4). At leading order, we find








x2
σ
x
x
exp − l12 + l1 erfc − √ l1 = 0,
2σ
2
2π
2σ


x
erfc − √ l1 = 0.
2σ

√

(4.3)
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We note that each of these equations occurs a power of τ earlier than that for the upper
boundary, which occurs because we cannot replace the error functions on the left-hand
sides of (3.2), (3.4) as we did with (3.1), (3.3). For (4.3) to have a solution requires that
xl1 = −∞, which suggests that the series (4.1) is inappropriate for xl (τ), and we will instead suppose that
∞

xl (τ) ∼

xln (τ)τ n/2 ,

(4.4)

n =0

so that the coeﬃcients in the series are functions of τ, and in turn expand the xln (τ)
themselves as series in an unknown function f (τ), which is assumed to be small,
∞

xl1 (τ) ∼ f (τ)
m=0

(m)
xl1
f (τ)

−m

.

(4.5)

We need to solve for f (τ) as part of the solution process. Using this new series (4.4), (4.5),
we need to balance the leading-order terms from (3.2), which tells us that
τ 1/2 (D − r)
2

1
0



√

erfc −

xl1 (τ) − ηxl1 (τη)



σ 2(1 − η)


√

dη





x2 (τ)
σ
xl1 (τ) π
xl1 (τ)
√
= −√
+ exp − l1 2
erfc − √
2σ
2π
2σ
2σ

(4.6)



.

Since we expect xl1 (τ) < 0, as τ → 0, the right-hand side of (4.6) tends to
⎛

⎞

(0)2
(0) (1)
σ3
⎝− xl1 f (τ) − xl1 xl1 ⎠ .
−√
exp
(0)2
2σ 2
σ2
2πxl1
f (τ)

(4.7)

To evaluate the left-hand side of (4.6), we make the change of variable η = 1 − ξ/ f (τ) to
1
enable us to strip the τ dependence out of the integral, and we note that 0 dη becomes
 1/ f (τ)
∞
dξ/ f (τ) → 0 dξ/ f (τ). In the limit, the left-hand side of (4.6) becomes
0
τ 1/2 (D − r)
2 f (τ)

∞
0

⎛

⎞

(0)
1/2 2
xl1
ξ
⎠ dξ ∼ 2τ σ (D − r) ,
erfc ⎝− √
(0)2
8σ
xl1
f (τ)

(4.8)

and from (4.7), (4.8), our leading-order equation is therefore
⎛

⎞

⎡ √

⎛

⎞⎤

√
x(0)2 f (τ)
x(0) x(1)
2 2π(r − D)
exp ⎝− l1 2 ⎠ = ⎣
exp ⎝ l1 2 l1 ⎠⎦ τ.
2σ
σ
σ
 √

(4.9)


(0)
(1)
= −σ, f (τ) = − ln τ, and xl1 = −σ ln 2 2π(r − D)/σ . This logThis has a solution xl1
arithmic behavior is exactly what we would expect, since it is well known [3, 18] that this
(0)
(1)
and xl1
are the same as the
is the behavior for the put with D < r, and indeed both xl1
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values for a put, so at leading order, the lower boundary behaves like that of the put. In
a sense, this is a little surprising: if we decompose the European straddle component of
(2.8) into a European put and call, for the case D < r, we would expect the put to be too far
out of the money to contribute on the upper boundary close to expiry, which is why the
upper boundary is identical to that of a call for r < D, but since the lower boundary starts
at the strike price E, there should be a contribution from the call on the lower boundary, but our analysis indicates that such a contribution is not at leading order; however,
we believe it will enter at a later power of τ since the decoupled equations for the lower
boundary diﬀer slightly from those for the put.
Similarly, balancing the leading-order terms from (3.4) yields the same equation (4.9)
as above. Hence for D < r, close to expiry, the free boundary is of the form
xu (τ) ∼ xu1 τ 1/2 + xu2 τ + · · · ,







(0)
(1)
xl (τ) ∼ τ 1/2 − ln τ xl1
+ xl1
(− ln τ)−1 + · · · + · · · .

(4.10)

As might be expected, close to expiry, the upper boundary behaves exactly like the call
boundary, while the lower boundary behaves at leading order like the put boundary.
Case 4.2 (D > r). The free boundary starts at Sl0 = rE/D and Su0 = E, which is the opposite of the case D < r. As with that case, if we take the limit τ → 0, the four equations
(3.1)–(3.4) decouple into a pair of equations involving only xu but not xl , and a pair of
equations involving only xl but not xu . From our analysis for the case D < r and from
symmetry, in the limit τ → 0 we expect the lower boundary to behave exactly like the
boundary for the put, and the upper boundary to behave at leading order like the boundary for the call, and this is exactly what happens. The actual analysis for this case is essentially the same as for D < r, but with the roles of put and call and upper and lower
boundaries reversed, and so the details are omitted.
For D < r, close to expiry, the free boundary is of the form
xl (τ) ∼ xl1 τ 1/2 + xl2 τ + · · · ,







(0)
(1)
xu (τ) ∼ τ 1/2 − ln τ xu1
+ xu1
(− ln τ)−1 + · · · + · · · .

(4.11)

For the lower boundary, the numerical root xl1 = 0.6388σ for D > r is minus the value of
xu1 found for D < r, which agrees with the value for the put with D > r reported in the
literature, while the numerical root of xl2 = −0.2898(r − D) is the same as the value of xu2
found earlier for D < r, although of course r − D will be negative when D > r.
 √

(0)
(1)
For the upper boundary, xu1
= σ, f (τ) = − lnτ, and xu1 = −σ ln 2 2π(D − r)/σ , so
(0)
(0)
(1)
is minus the value found for xl1
when D < r, and r and D are interchanged in xu1
that xu1
(1)
compared to xl1 . This matches the behavior reported for the call with D > r and indicates
that the contribution from the put on the upper boundary is not at leading order. As for
D < r, the upper and lower boundaries behave like those for the call and put.
Case 4.3 (D = r). The free boundary starts at Sl0 = Su0 = E, and (3.1)–(3.4) no longer de √

(1)
couple in the limit τ → 0. We recall that for D < r, we found xl1
= −σ ln 2 2π(r − D)/σ ,
√


(1)
while for D > r, we had xu1
= −σ ln 2 2π(D − r)/σ ; both of which are problematic
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when D = r. For this case, intuitively we would expect both the put to influence the upper boundary and the call to influence the lower boundary.
We will attempt to proceed with the analysis as before, and substitute the series (4.1)
into (3.1)–(3.4). At leading order, we once again arrive at (4.3) and their counterparts on
the upper boundary, and these equations have a solution xl1 = −∞ and xu1 = ∞. Once
again, this is not possible and again suggests that we need to use the series (4.4), (4.5) for
xl and a similar series for xu .
At the upper boundary, we need to balance the leading-order terms from (3.1), which
tells us that
1

τr

0

⎛

⎡

⎛

⎝xu1 (τ) ⎣erfc ⎝
⎡



⎞

√

xu1 (τ) − ηxu1 (τη) ⎠
σ 2(1 − η)

⎛

⎛

+ erfc ⎝

√

2

√

⎞⎤

xu1 (τ) − ηxl1 (τη) ⎠⎦
σ 2(1 − η)

⎞

xu1 (τ) − ηxu1 (τη) ⎠
σ 1−η ⎣
+ √
exp ⎝−
2σ 2 (1 − η)
2π
⎛

+ exp ⎝−
√

√

(4.12)

⎞⎤⎞

xu1 (τ) − ηxl1 (τη) ⎠⎦⎠
dη
2σ 2 (1 − η)



√

2





σ 2 xu1 (τ) π
xu1 (τ)
x2 (τ)
√
erfc √
= √
− exp − u1 2
π
2σ
2σ
2σ



.

On the lower boundary, balancing the leading-order terms from (3.2) gives (4.12) but
with xu1 replaced by −xl1 and vice versa, which again tells us that xl1 = −xu1 , as might
be expected from put-call symmetry for American options [7, 15, 19]. Using this, (4.12)
becomes
1

τr

0

⎛

⎡

⎛

⎞

√

⎛

√

⎞⎤

x (τ) − ηxu1 (τη) ⎠
xu1 (τ) + ηxu1 (τη) ⎠⎦
⎝ xu1 (τ) ⎣erfc ⎝ u1
+ erfc ⎝
2
σ 2(1 − η)
σ 2(1 − η)


⎡

⎛

√

2

⎞

xu1 (τ) − ηxu1 (τη) ⎠
σ 1−η ⎣
+ √
exp ⎝−
2σ 2 (1 − η)
2π
⎛

+ exp ⎝−
√

√



√

2

⎞⎤⎞

(4.13)

xu1 (τ) + ηxu1 (τη) ⎠⎦⎠
dη
2σ 2 (1 − η)




σ 2 xu1 (τ) π
xu1 (τ)
x2 (τ)
√
− exp − u1 2
= √
erfc √
π
2σ
2σ
2σ



.

This diﬀers somewhat from the equations we found for D < r and D > r because of the
√
√
presence of functions involving xu1 (τ) + ηxu1 (τη) rather than xu1 (τ) − ηxu1 (τη), so
that these equations contain both xu1 and xl1 . However, if we again make the substitution η = 1 − ξ/ f (τ), then we can show that as τ → 0, the terms in (4.13) involving
√
√
xu1 (τ) + ηxu1 (τη) can be neglected compared to those involving xu1 (τ) − ηxu1 (τη),
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and therefore the leading-order balance is




√



(0)
x(0)2 f (τ)
rxu1
2π
x(0) x(1)
∼
exp u1 2 u1
exp − u1 2
2σ
σ
σ



τ f (τ),
 √

(4.14)



(0)
(1)
= σ, f (τ) = WL (τ −2 ), and xu1 = −σ ln r 2π , where WL is
which has a solution xu1
the Lambert W function which obeys WL (x)eWL (x) = x. Since xl1 = −xu1 , it follows that
 √ 
(0)
(1)
xl1
= −σ and xl1 = σ ln r 2π . If we compare this to the values for a vanilla call or put,
we find the solution has the same form but that the call and put have an additional factor
(1)
(1)
and xu1
, and this demonstrates that the
of 2 inside the logarithm that is not present in xl1
put-like element has influenced the upper boundary and the call-like element the lower
boundary. Intuitively, one would expect an American straddle to be less likely than an
American call to exercised early as a call, because the payoﬀ from continuing to hold is
sweeter for the straddle, and this seems to be true close to expiry for the case D = r.
If we take a similar approach with the integral equations from the delta on the boundaries, we arrive at the same balance (4.14) as above. Hence for D = r, close to expiry, the
free boundary is of the form



(0)
(1)
xu (τ) ∼ −xl (τ) ∼ τ 1/2 WL τ −2 xu1
+ xu1
WL (τ −2 )

−1



+ ··· + ··· .

(4.15)

The upper and lower boundaries behave qualitatively like those for the call and put, respectively, but the coeﬃcients diﬀer, indicating that even at leading-order close to expiry,
when r = D, the American straddle is worth less than a put and call combined, which is
what one would expect intuitively since a combination of a put and a call carries the right
to exercise either or both of the options while the straddle carries the right to exercise
only one.
5. Discussion
In the previous sections, we studied the American straddle and were able to use a technique due to [16] to derive an integral expression for the value of such a straddle similar
to that found in the literature for American calls and puts [6, 11, 16, 20]. An American
straddle is an option which allows the holder to either buy or sell (but not both) the underlying stock at the strike price at or before the expiry of the option, and this right to
early exercise leads to a free boundary problem with not one but two free boundaries, a
lower one Sl (τ) on which an exercise as a put is optimal and an upper one Sl (τ) on which
an exercise as a call is optimal. The free boundaries for the straddle diﬀer from those for
the call and the put, so that an American straddle diﬀers from the combination of an
American call and put.
We were also able to derive a set of four coupled (Volterra of the second kind) integral equations governing the location of the free boundary, and solve these equations
asymptotically to find expressions for the location of the free boundary. We found that
there were three diﬀerent cases depending on the relative values of the risk-free rate r and
the dividend yield D. Writing Su = Su0 exu and Sl = Sl0 exl , we found that when D < r, xu
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√

behaved like τ 1/2 as τ → 0 while xl behaved like −τ ln τ (4.10), with the situation reversed when D > r (4.11), and when
D = r and both free boundaries start from the strike

price, xu and xl both behaved like τWL (τ −2 ) (4.15).
It behooves us to say a few words about this behavior close to expiry. As we mentioned
in the previous section, in this limit, we would expect the behavior of an upper boundary
starting above the strike (the case D < r) to behave like the call as it will not feel the
influence of the out of the money put close to expiry, and similarly we would expect the
behavior of a lower boundary starting below the strike (the case D > r) to behave like the
put as it will not feel the influence of the out of the money call close to expiry, and both
of these aspects were observed in the previous section.
However, we would expect the behavior of an upper boundary starting at the strike
(the cases D ≤ r) to behave qualitatively but not quantitatively like the call as it should
feel the influence of the money put close to expiry, with a similar relation between the
behavior of a lower boundary starting at the strike (the cases D ≥ r) and the put, and
(1)
(1)
these eﬀects can indeed be seen in the case D = r where the coeﬃcients xu1
and xl1
diﬀer
from their counterparts for the call and put, although the behavior is qualitatively the
same. However, for the cases D = r, the eﬀect cannot be seen at leading order, which is
slightly surprising but presumably the eﬀect would occur at a subsequent order.
Finally, we would mention that since this problem has not one but two free boundaries,
our ability to tackle such a problem demonstrates the power of the integral equation
approach.
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